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Law practice choices

• What position to take, what advice to 
give
– Employee/contractor  for org client

• Which claims or defenses to assert
• Where to file
• Whether to settle
• What witnesses to call
• What arguments to make



Organizational choices
• Who to hire/promote
• Case staffing
• Associate and staff evaluations 
• What software or hardware to buy
• What vendors/consultants to work with
• What applications to invest in
• Policies to follow

• Subject area priorities





What makes a good decision?

• Consideration of all relevant options
• Consideration of all relevant factors
• Consideration of all relevant interests 

and perspectives
• Open, respectful process
• Appropriate focus and weighing
• . . .



Problems we encounter
•

 
People have difficulty making good choices. 
–

 
Hard to compare options, balance considerations.

–
 

Many procrastinate or are tormented. 
–

 
Some make snap decisions without enough data 
and deliberation.  

–
 

Misinformation, miscommunication.

•
 

Hard for to help others make good choices.
–

 
Data overload.  Time famine.

–
 

Reinvention and repetition.



What do choosers want to know?
• What do I need to know and do to make a good choice?  
• What are my options?  (Have I missed any good ones?)
• What factors should I pay attention to?  (Have I missed 

any important ones?)
• Which factors are most important?
• How do the options compare on the important factors? 

(features and ratings)
• How significant are the differences?  (scores)
• How does everything stack up?  (What’s the balance of 

tradeoffs?)
• Where can I get more information?  Who can help me?  

(Find more options, factors, ratings, opinions, reviews …)



Tools & Methods
• Gathering info

– Vendor literature
– Demos
– Consultants
– Calls to peers
– Web research
– List serves
– References
– LSNTAP
– . . .

• Deciding & justifying
– Checklists
– Pros & Cons
– Word tables
– Whiteboards
– Spreadsheets
– . . .
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LStech post, 12/4/09

We are planning to purchase new bookkeeping software soon – and are 
comparing Sage MIP and Cougar Mountain. Annoyingly, neither 
product seems willing to let us have a demo version to experiment with 
and I’m not very willing to pay thousands of dollars without more 
information. 

I’m hoping that someone on this list serve is already using one of these 
packages – and would be willing to talk with me about your satisfaction 
with the software and even be willing to share reports, your chart of 
accounts, and other information.

I’ll truly appreciate any help! Thanks in advance.

Mary R. Parsons, Deputy Director
Southwest Virginia Legal Aid Society, Inc.11
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From: lstech-bounces+msgordon=midmnlegal.org@lists.lsntap.org [mailto:lstech- 
bounces+msgordon=midmnlegal.org@lists.lsntap.org] On Behalf Of Matthew Burnett 
Sent: Tuesday, June 23, 2009 10:39 AM

A few other benefits of Screencast.com that I’ve found useful: 
- a desktop uploader for files over 100K
- tracks usage (views)
- in addition to video, you can host (and embed) audio – the Immigration Advocates Network hosts all of 
our podcasts and video/webinar recordings in the same account
- allows you to create RSS and iTunes feeds for content and set different levels of permissions for different 
folders (great for podcasts)
- integration with Jing and Camtasia Studio 

You can host a lot of multimedia on 25 GB of space and 200 GB/mo. of bandwidth is plenty for most 
projects. If you do find yourself at the upper limits, you can upgrade to the next tier. I’ve also had good luck 
with their customer support and they do a good job of notifying customers about scheduled downtime. They 
also now support the ability to create custom display templates, although I haven’t used them because we 
embed everything.

Matthew 

From: lstech-bounces+mburnett=probono.net@lists.lsntap.org [mailto:lstech- 
bounces+mburnett=probono.net@lists.lsntap.org] On Behalf Of Liz Keith 
Sent: Monday, June 22, 2009 9:16 PM

Hi Adam -

Pro Bono Net and several of our state partners use Screencast.com to host content created outside of the 
probono.net webcasting system. The files are uploaded to a password-protected account you get when you 
register, and the files are not made available to the general public. You can share them using a shareable 
URL or embed code generated by Screencast.com to embed the video on a webpage. 

Both the linking and embed methods bypass Screencast.com's password, so users need only log in to your 
advocate site to access them. Admins in the probono.net network have embedded videos in flexible content 
pages or in HTML library resources this way, and they work quite well. 

We've found the pricing for the Pro Account ($9.95/month) reasonable, and there's a free version for trial 
runs. You'll want to check out the file formats Screencast.com supports if you haven't already (the info is a 
bit buried on the site). The list is pretty broad, but we've encountered one or two WMV files that were not 
recorded with Screencast.com-supported codecs:

http://www.screencast.com/help/tutorial.aspx?id=393&

Feel free to email me if you want to check out how other probono.net sites have integrated Screencast.com 
content. I think others on this list have good experience with YouTube's Nonprofit program...

Hope this helps.

Liz

From: lstech-bounces+lkeith=probono.net@lists.lsntap.org [mailto:lstech- 
bounces+lkeith=probono.net@lists.lsntap.org] On Behalf Of Adam Cornelius 
Sent: Monday, June 22, 2009 5:24 PM 
To: lstech@lists.lsntap.org 
Subject: [LStech] video hosting sites
Hi everyone,

I’m looking for recommendations on video hosting sites. Our probono.net sites can 
host webcasts (video that comes directly from a video camera), but often I get 
requests to put video from DVDs or other digital media formats online as well, 
which probono.net doesn’t support.

I have been using archive.org, which will accept video of any size, in any format, 
and will convert it to several formats for download or streaming (including 
flash). It can be embedded in another site and as far as I can tell, there are no limits 
(aside from my time) on the amount of content that can be uploaded. However, 
there is no way to restrict access to this content. Some of the content we would like 
to post is more appropriate for our password protected site, and really shouldn’t be 
available to the general public.

Ideally, we’d love to find a hosting service that would allow us to post video that 
would
Not be made available to the general public 
Be able to be embedded in our password-protected site 
Not require viewers to sign up with the hosting site or enter a second password to 
view the video content – the fact that they are accessing it from behind our 
password-protected site should be sufficient 
Be cheap, or at least reasonably priced 

In preliminary research, I’ve found two potential options:

Screencast.com. Apparently this can be used for any type of video, not just 
screencasts. They do appear to have privacy options, but I don’t know exactly how 
they work. They offer a free and paid version; the difference appears to be storage 
and bandwidth capacity. 
Youtube.com/nonprofits. YouTube typically has a 10 minute limit on video 
lengths, which wouldn’t work for us. However, according to their official site, 
there is “increased uploading capacity” in the nonprofit program. According to a 
forum posting, there is no limit on video length and a 20 GB storage capacity limit. 

Does anyone have experience with either of these? Pros? Cons? Other hosting sites 
that I may have missed?

http://www.screencast.com/help/tutorial.aspx?id=393
http://www.youtube.com/nonprofits
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Aspen Workflow LawBase Practice Manager
(RealLegal)

Practice Master Time Matters

The product
Essential features
Tickler

Conflict checking

Remote access

Reporting

Other product factors
Document mgt

Timekeeping

Custom intake screens

Integration with DA

Relevance to graduates’ 
practices

Security options

Vendor stability

User community

Other law schools?

Pre-built modules?

Cost 
(product & any newly 
required software)

The services
Customization

Training

Cost

Other notes
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What would an ideal choice 
management system look like?

persistent

transparent

simple

complete

granular

easy
fun

beautiful

accessible

collaborative

inclusive
self-learning

autonomy enhancingdynamically reconfigurable

universal









Dan Knight's cube

http://dan.knights.googlepages.com/VCube-test-index.html
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Best 100

Better 80

Good 70

Ok 50

Bad 30

Worse 20

Worst 0
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Jane Ace Acme Apex

weight rating score rating score rating Score

5 Features 7 70 8 80 9 90

8 Interface best 100 good 70 better 80

10 Ease of learning 6 60 7 70 5 50

Total score for Jane 76.09 72.17 69.13

John Ace Acme Apex

weight rating score rating score rating score

10 Features 7 70 6 60 8 80

5 Interface good 70 good 70 best 100

2 Ease of learning 5 50 4 40 8 80

Total score for John 67.65 60.59 85.88

Combined Ace Acme Apex

weight rating score rating score rating score

7.5 Features 7 70 7 70 8.5 85

6.5 Interface better 85 good 70 best minus 90

6 Ease of learning 5.5 55 5.5 55 6.5 65

Overall score 71.87 66.38 77.51
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Web Prototype

A simple, intuitive, adjustable tool for collaborative deliberation 



Benefits
•

 
For clients
–

 

Transparency of options, factors, and perspectives
–

 

Visibility of reasoning
–

 

Persistence of Which and Why
–

 

More confidence in result

•
 

For advocates
–

 

More effective advice giving
–

 

Less repetition and ‘getting ready time’

•
 

For the whole system
–

 

Improved client and advocate satisfaction
–

 

Earlier detection of issues or problems
–

 

Greater cost-effectiveness
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Importance
of the 
factor

Goodness 
of the 

option on 
the factor

Weight due 
to the 

evaluative 
perspective





ChoiceSpace



All About Choice

• Powerful yet simple for mainstream use
• Deep, comprehensive, integrated 

solution
• Interactive visualization
• Collaborative deliberation
• Intelligent system that learns as it’s 

used, through social production (crowd 
sourcing)

• Commitment to autonomous choice



Would it be helpful if
• When you faced a decision, you could

– Create a custom choice support environment
– Share it online with colleagues and other 

participants
– Draw on pre-existing and newly added 

information and insights
– Filter and sort through your options as you 

learn more
– Leave a legacy for others facing similar choice
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Questions

• Do you agree that our decision 
processes can be improved through 
technology?

• Is “choiceboxing” a step in the right 
direction?
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